ZDF Enterprises off to a great start of MIPTV with a crowded «Sundowner»

Always a not-to-be missed event on the Croisette is ZDF Enterprises’ Sundowner, in which its President and CEO, Alexander Coridass, and COO Fred Burcksen, welcomed almost 400 guests with a preview of some of the firm’s MIPTV highlights. Leaping off the screen were the animated RUSTY KNIGHT and some fearsome creatures from NATURE NOW! Another stand-out hit is the rejuvenated quiz format DALLI DALLI - good-natured fun for all. And since the ZDF Enterprises line-up just doesn’t feel right without a new Scandinavian series, the Sundowner guests got a first look at THICKER THAN WATER, Sweden’s latest TV-drama-hit and brand new addition to the distributor’s catalogue.
Sylvia Brucker (ZDF Enterprises’ VP ZDF.e,entertainment, right) with Simone Emmelius (Head of ZDFneo), Christoph Stoll (Editor Entertainment Department, ZDF), Uwe Cornelissen (Creative Producer, UME) and Thorsten Haas (Strategic Development and Entertainment, ZDF).

Jan-Frederik Maul (ZDF Enterprises’ Manager ZDF.e,junior, right) with Klaus Forch (Executive Vice President Legal & Sales, Your Family Entertainment), Nicole Keeb (Head of International Coproductions and Acquisitions Children and Youth, ZDF) and Vicky Schroeder (Acquisitions Executive, YLE).

Nikolas Huelbusch (ZDF Enterprises’ Director ZDF.factual) with Andreas Gutzeit (Chief Creative Officer, Story House Productions), Reinhardt Beetz (Executive Producer, Gebrueder Beetz Film) and Uwe Kersken (General Manager Gruppe 5 Filmproduktion).

Sebastian Krekeler (ZDF Enterprises’ Director ZDF.drama, second from left) with Britta Meyer (Head of International Coproductions, Odeon Film), Stefanie Fischer (Sales Manager, ProSiebenSat.1 TV, ZDF’s Claus Wunn (Editor Series ZDFneo) and Gregor Hassemmer (Editor Program Planning, ZDF).

Arne Lohmann (ZDF Enterprises’ VP ZDF.e,junior) with Ralf Gabor (Director Business Development and Distribution, Turner Broadcasting) and Fred Burcksen (Executive VP and COO of ZDF Enterprises).

Tim Werner (Mainstream Networks’ COO), Sylvia Brucker (ZDF Enterprises’ VP ZDF.e,entertainment) and Norbert Biecha (CEO/Producer, Terra Filmgroup).